What is the best way to elevate one’s play? The not-so-simple simple answer - live games! Of course, practice is essential, but nothing can compare to the pace, intensity and uncertainty of a real game! Experience all that and more with EDGE. EDGE is a virtual reality technology that is designed to put players into simulations of live games. Help your player find their competitive edge as they get exposure to game-like situations, live pitching and more without ever having to leave the house!
Comes with hand remote.

Defense:
EDGE allows your player to stand in at any position as live plays unfold in real time! It lets your player see situations, where the ball should go depending on runners (i.e. placement and speed), coverages and more! The game can be “paused,” and text boxes will explain the situation and what specific base or cut-off person the ball should be thrown to.

Offense:
Get the feel of game-like pitching as your player experiences stand-in at bats off of simulated live pitching. Work on timing, reading pitches (i.e. spins/ pitcher movements), and defensive shifts. Press the button on the hand remote to “swing” at strikes, don’t press when it’s a ball! Work through real counts and get feedback on timing (when the button is pressed A.K.A making the decision to swing)!

Pitching:
See hitter’s tendencies in their swings from the mound and work on targeting their weaknesses!